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    Established 1885 

www.rosewaterfc.com.au     
 

 

For a new Mitsubishi or used vehicle -  Call Colin Hand 

 
 

SUPPORT YOUR SPONSORS 

A GRADE REGISTERS A VERY BIG WIN 
 

ROSEWATER      6.3 10.8 19.10 26.15 (171) 
 ADELAIDE UNI     1.0       4.1          4.2        5.3       (33) 

 
We had winners all over the ground.  In fact our domination of the game was 
total.  And the score reflects our dominance.  Our early season form has been 
very good and this win makes it three in a row.  The win started with our centre 
square dominance, in ruck with Justin Lesiuk continuing his outstanding early 
season form, backed up by Josh Vines dominating the ball possessions, and 
then once into the forwards, in the first half Brad Horsell providing the focal 
point, while later Jarrad Schar chipped in and nearly eclipsed Horsell’s nine.  
We got away to a good start with all on top.  For the majority of the first quarter, 
as with the entire game, the ball was in our forwards.  We had the runners – 
James Deeley-Godfrey, Todd Shannon, Hughie Johnson-Schroeder, Vines, 
and Doc Reardon, all exploding into attack.  When the ball did find its way into 
our defence it was repelled.  This was especially so for Rhett Quinlivan who 
rebounded with dash and accuracy of delivery.  The ground was set for a very 
good result.   
Adelaide University rallied in the second quarter.  They had the slight wind 
advantage and kicked 3.1 in the only quarter where they challenged.  While we 
kicked 4.5 this was the only quarter where our backs had any significant “game 
time”.  Adam Rumbelow and Quinlivan were prominent, as was David Giuffreda 
– but again the game centred on our mid-field and forwards.  At half time we 
had the game well in hand. 
The third quarter belonged to Jarrad Schar.  He completely took apart the Uni 
defence.  He kicked five straight, three in a row from about 40 metres out, and 
each one splitting the centre, a carbon copy of each other.  At the end of the 
third quarter the game was gone – as far as the opposition             Over....... 

 
ANZAC DAY HOME MATCH 
THURSDAY 25 APRIL 2013 

 

Thursday April 25 will be a home match where we host Mitchell Park.  On this ANZAC Day 
fixture it is planned to have remembrance celebrations conducted after the conclusion of the 
B Grade and before the commencement of the A Grade.  Mitchell Park will be joining with us 
in the ceremony.   Earlier in the day many Rosewater players and officials are joining with 
Laurie Marshall and the Port Adelaide Naval Association at their Dawn Service.  Laurie is a 
committee person with the Naval Association and the liaison where Rosewater members have 
supported this morning service has been in place for many years.  Laurie has been known to 
get a little “excited” on this day.  With Laurie’s duties lying elsewhere Dean Leone will be 
joined by Jodi Barratt for training requirements.  The match should be good one and all 
supporters are requested to make  Rosewater Oval, Eric Sutton Reserve, their destination on 
ANZAC Day.  Eric Sutton Reserve is named after Alderman, Eric Sutton, who died while a 
prisoner-of-war in Thailand in July 1943.  Eric Sutton served as a member of council, from 
1930 until 1942.  
 
                         Laurie Marshall 
 

 

 

 
8445 1653  

1300 727 175 
 

FINANCIAL MEMBERSHIP IS THE STRENGTH OF THE CLUB 

 

http://www.rosewaterfc.com.au/
http://www.cartoons-a-plenty.com/cartoons/social-networking/social-networking-38/
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A Grade   Continued....... 

 

~ MEMBER DRAW ~   
~  MEAT MONSTER  ~ 

$200.00 ~ Pagel Glass ~ Not Present ~  
Every Friday – Be there!  

 

 
 

 

 
 

SLUM DOGS 
Bulldogs  Past 

supporting  
Bulldogs Present 

 
 
 
 

 

 

B Grade 

 

were concerned.  Interest in the final quarter revolved on 
whether Horsell or Schar would kick 10, or if both would return 
this score, or which one would get the most.  We were by far the 
fitter side, had much better systems, and we had the higher 
number of players with better skills and ability.  A return of 7.5 
for the quarter had us home in what was a percentage building 
exhibition.  The nagging question is:  What was the strength of 
the opposition?  We will know about this after our next encounter 
with Mitchell Park. 
Best:  1.  Adam Cross got the hard ball out of the packs, and 
delivered it forward.  2.  Brad Horsell, 9 goals, with again an 
exhibition of marking and good goal kicking.  3.  Jarrad Schar 
with 8 goals, a run in the ruck and a major target in the forwards.  
4.  Justin Lesiuk is gathering pace with each game as our 
runners acclimatise to him winning every tap in ruck.  Some 
major thumps forward too.  5.  Josh Vines with 29 possessions 
in the game (even with a quiet second quarter) in an “all ground” 
running exhibition.  All the other players could have been 
included in the top 5.   
Presentation Best:  Schar, Johnson-Schroeder, Deeley-Godfrey, 
Tyson Thomas, Vines – as the top five. 
Add to these:  Rhett Quinlivan – injured but until he was he 
dashed out of defence taking all with him. 
Goals:  Horsell 9,  Schar  8,  Chris Forster (back to his fast and 
furious) 2, and singles to Thomas, Vines, Grant, Hughie, 
Shannon, Deeley-Godfrey and Giuffreda. 
 

The correct score:  The electronic scoreboard at University No 
1 had us registering 27 goals.  This was an error where the final 
point was registered as a goal.  26 goals is the official score. 
None-the-less we have a photo (included in Old Dogs) of the 27 
goal score – never let the truth get in the way of a good story! 
 
 
 

MEMBERSHIP 
RFC      Electronic Transfers:     
Senior Club:          Junior Club: 
BSB:   015350         BSB: Nil  
Acct:   40749090 2      Acct: Nil  
Make sure to identify yourself   

crumbelow@kern.com.au         0407 603 998 
 

Rosewater  3.7    4.10    9.12    9.15    (69) 
Adelaide University   3.0    5.0      7.1     11.5     (71) 
 

Blasting away with little hope of getting a major return, and 
some “plays” where a pass off to a player in a much better 
position was the order of the day, cost us this game.  
University battled on throughout the encounter and kept 
themselves in the game through getting the best result for their 
efforts, in what was a team effort.  We squandered ours with a 
couple of players looking for personal glory when a team effort 
would have been the better policy.  At Presentation this was 
clearly the message of Assistant Coach, Chris Burden.  His 
comments were endorsed and expanded upon by Brad Horsell 
who clearly made known his requirements for team players 
first (when selection for A Grade is made).   But to the game.  
We dominated in the play.  But we could not kick straight, and 
in the final quarter, Uni with the scent of victory, raised 
themselves with a very good final quarter to take out the 
points.  It went right down to the wire and we were ever so 
close when James Carson with the last score of the day 
managed a point which was oh so close!    
Best:  1.  Darren Sinapius has the skills and nous to confuse 
the opposition and put us forward to advantage.  2.  James 
Carson had a second very good game in a row (and will be in 
line for an A Grade recall).  3.  Brodie Cahill in an aggressive 
display got us forward on many occasions.  4.  Mat Kooyman 
got better as the game progressed with good defence and 
some outstanding grabs.  5.  Mark Baryczka is a powerhouse, 
bullocking us forward or standing in packs as a high profile 
target.   Goals:  Carson 4, Kelton Young 2 (injured), singles to 
Ben Hall, Scott Balchin (looks promising), Baryczka, Josh 
McDonald (I’m in the forwards now!)  A win ANZAC Day! 

 
Danny Stolcman 

0424 475 477 

 
Gallipoli landing 

Charge of the 4th Light 
Horse (last great 
cavalry charge) 

http://rosewaterfc.com.au/sponsors/bronze/po-trans
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:4th_Light_Horse_Brigade_Beersheba.jpg
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